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Spring Turbulence
By: K. Truemper

We are westbound over Santa Rosa, NM, on the way to
Albuquerque. Flying at 6,000 ft MSL, which is just 1,000
ft AGL, we encounter just light turbulence instead of the
moderate turbulence above us. But it is time to start the
climb to 12,500 ft MSL to clear the Sandia Mountains to
the west. As we try for this, we run immediately into
moderate turbulence and thus go lower again. Now what?
The day has started nice enough. With perfect spring
weather of early May, we lift off from Aero Country at
7:00 am in our Zenith 601HDS, N314LB. There is some
headwind shortly after takeoff, but it diminishes as we
climb to 4,500 ft MSL. After 3.3 hrs, we reach Plainview
in West Texas. This is always a fun stop. The folks are
friendly – they once helped replacing a failing battery
with a WalMart motorcycle battery - and the fuel is
cheap. Who would have thought that less than $5/gal one
day would be considered cheap!? Another reason to love
Plainview are the two runways, in case the wind blows
unexpectedly from the east or west. There is plenty of
wind as we land, but not gusty. After refueling, we ask
the FBO ‖Do you ever have a no-wind situation?‖ The
unexpected answer is ‖We have it right now.‖
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A quick call to the FSS reveals that from Hobbs, NM,
westward, moderate turbulence is expected up to 16,000
MSL. A brief review: ‖light‖ turbulence means that there
are a few bumps, ‖moderate‖ says that there can be very
significant bumps but not severe enough to make the
flight uncontrollable, and ‖severe‖ tells that turbulence
may invert the plane. For us fliers of light aircraft,
‖moderate‖ is clearly the upper limit for turbulence. As
we found out in earlier trips, ―moderate‖ can be a very
nasty flight where stick and rudder barely manage to keep
the plane under control. Sure enough, as we reach Hobbs,
the turbulence sets in. We reduce altitude to 1,000 ft
AGL, and luckily the turbulence diminishes and becomes
light. Actually, the flight is most enjoyable. There is lots
of detail to see, and the sensation of speed is increased.
By the way, this points out a simple rule: If your plane
seems too slow, than either build an RV or fly lower.
Since we love flying lots of hours, flying lower is our
choice.
As we pass Santa Rosa, we become concerned about the
turbulence above us. Without question, we must climb a
lot before reaching Albuquerque to clear the Sandia
Mountains. Today this is particularly important since the
winds aloft are from the southwest, and we approach the
mountains on the lee side. The rule of thumb is, if the
(Continued on page 4)
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July 1 Chapter Meeting

July 8 Board Meeting

The July Chapter meeting will be on TUESDAY July 1.
It will be held at the Farmers Branch Library, located on
the northwest corner of
Webb Chapel and
Golfi ng
Green
Drive. The meeting will be held
in the auditorium
and will begin at
6:30 p.m. and
finish by 9:00
p.m.

The BOD meeting will be held on Tuesday July 8 at the
Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The minutes
from the June BOD meeting recorded by David Buono
are as follows:
Directors In Attendance:
David Buono, Michael
Stephan, David Cheek, Ann Asberry, John Phillips, Mel
Asberry, John Peyton, Glenn Snyder, Sam Cooper, Jay
Bannister, Jim Quinn, Bruce Fuller

This
month’s
speaker is Mike
Johannsen. He works
for a DFW area charter
company. It’s not only a human charter, but his company
will deliver an envelope or an elephant. Page 3 of the
newsletter has more info and background on Mike.

Notes:
 August speaker is Marvin Brott (Oshkosh presentation)
 August fly-in is possibly to Cedar Mills depending on
if it’s open or not
 July newsletter folding is week of Oshkosh, so probably no get together
 August newsletter folding is 8/26 at the Pauley’s
 Fuller’s will host the November folding on 11/22
 Christmas party set for 12/12

We hope to see you there and bring a friend.

 Dave is to check on 2009 library
schedule for our meetings

July Newsletter Folding

July 5 Chapter Fly-In

Everybody has the month off due to the last Tuesday in
July falling during Airventure and so many members being gone. I (Dave) will fold the newsletter with some
help from the dog and wife (if I’m lucky) and get it
mailed out.

The July chapter fly-in destination is
Sulphur Springs (KSLR). The Red
Barn Café is just across the street
from the airport. We will meet at
8:30 in the FBO before walking over
for breakfast.

Also, we are looking for willing parties to host a newsletter folding for the remaining months of the year. Give
Michael a call if you are interested (214-232-2405) or
email him at mstephan@shr.net. First in line gets their
choice of month.
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Sulphur Springs is also the home of
Legend Cub, and there’s always
something interesting going on
there.
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From the Desk of the President

July Speaker Info
By: Mike Johannsen

Here it is, that time of the
month again. Still working
on the Bi-Plane. If you
came to the picnic, you
saw the progress. Both
lower wings hanging on
the fuselage. One upper
wing almost done. I completed the left fuel tank top
and bottom this morning during the storm. Now to get the
right upper wing up to the same point so I can do both
fuel tanks at the same time.
Speaking of the picnic, if you missed it, you missed it!
We had over 60 people show up, even though only 6 airplanes landed. We did have a few formation fly-overs by
Doug Reeves, Danny King, and Stan Price. They didn’t
land. One reason they didn’t land might have been that
Stan was flying a Swift, and having owned one, I can tell
you that they are not exactly short field airplanes. BTW,
the City of Farmersville did get the trees at the south end
cut at the 11th hour. When they were informed about the
fly-in here on Saturday and that the trees could be a
safety factor, they sprang into action. Sometimes the “S”
word carries some weight.
Earlier this month I went up to North Carolina and did an
inspection on an RV-7A at the new home of George &
Becki Orndorff. They have a beautiful place on an Airpark. The next week it was out to New Mexico for a -9A.
Next Monday it’s down to Navasota for a 4-place Jabiru,
then on to Houston for another RV. Needless to say, I’m
staying busy. And with their ―senior fares‖, I can fly
Southwest cheaper than I can fly the RV, and not have to
worry about the weather. Certainly not as much fun, but
faster. (By a little bit!)
There’s a new ―user fee‖ structure gaining ground around
here. I don’t know if you’ve noticed it, but Cutter FBO at
McKinney has a new ramp fee. It’s $15 to pull up and
shut down. They control almost all the ramp areas at TKI
except for TI and the MHOA hangars. Spinks (FWS) also
has a new $10 ramp fee, so we will probably change our
July fly-in to Sulphur Springs. These guys don’t want us
cluttering up there ramps and getting in the way of the
jets. After all they buy a lot more fuel than we do.

Do you ever hear a loud jet departing in the middle of the
night and wonder what could possibly necessitate flying
at that hour? There is a good chance it is an old Learjet or
Falcon freighter heading out on an urgent charter mission.
There is an equally good chance that I am awake at my
house in front of the computer, staring at my flight
tracker, anxiously waiting for that flight’s status to become ―airborne‖ so I can call my customer and let them
know that all is well and give them the ETA.
I’ve been
working
for a Dallas
air charter
firm
for
three action
-packed
years. We
charter aircraft
to
transport
everything
from
asMike Johannsen with the Antonov 124
sembly line
parts to aircraft engines to firefighting equipment to live
animals to radioactive material. The time pressure and
the stakes are often uncomfortably high, but many of the
things we get to do with airplanes (even if we aren’t the
ones flying them) are really exciting.
One of my personal highlights was the opportunity to ride
aboard one of the world’s largest aircraft, the Antonov
124, on a trip to Iraq last December.
For those attending the July meeting, I will be giving a
presentation about my ride-of-a-lifetime on the Russian
giant, along with many other amazing air charter tales.

Mel
Keep building and flying those Experimental Aircraft.
July 2008
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Turbulence

(Continued from page 1)

wind component at right angle to the mountain ridge exceeds 25 kts, then crossing the mountains from the lee
side is very dangerous. If the wind component is below
that critical value, then stay at least 2,000 ft above the
highest point. For our route, the highest point of the
mountains is about 9,000 ft, so going westbound, we
should climb to 12,500 ft. Approaching the Sandia Mountains, we keep on probing the turbulence above 1,000 ft
AGL. All attempts end with us going lower again. There
are strong indications of the turbulence above us, too:
High cirrus clouds that look torn if not shredded. Very
strong winds are blowing up there.
Near Clines Corner, about 50 nm east of Albuquerque, the
torn cirrus clouds stop and there is clear sky ahead.
Maybe this is the end of the turbulence, too. We climb a
bit to check it out and discover that indeed the turbulence
is not as bad as before. In fact, within another 20 miles,
we are in smooth air. How nice! We call Flight Watch to
tell them about this change, and they are pleased to get
the update. At 12,500 ft MSL we cross the Sandia Mountains and see the Albuquerque International Airport below
with its multiple runways. The Class B space only goes to
9,500 ft MSL, so we are way above it. Our destination is
the Double Eagle airport just west of the Class B space.
The AWOS at the airport has some bad information. The
winds are 19 kts gusting to 25 kts, with direction shifting
all the time. In fact, the AWOS just gives a range for the
direction. Fortunately, Double Eagle has two runways,
and we opt for the one that most likely will be a good
choice given the shifting winds. Going from 12,500 ft
MSL to 6,800 ft pattern altitude takes a steep descent. But
here the 601 HDS shines. With the descent rate pegged
at 2,000 ft, the plane does not exceed 110 kts. No doubt,
this airplane has little problem with overspeeding!
In the pattern and even on final, we flip back and forth
between UNICOM and AWOS. Amazing how much the
wind is changing direction. But then, during the last 50 ft
of descent, the gusts lessen a bit and we manage to land

rather well. This is a first visit for us at that airport. The
folks are helpful. As agreed on in a phone call the day
before, we can put the plane into a large hangar. This is a
must for Albuquerque, where a sand storm can develop at
any time.
Albuquerque is a nice city to visit. My daughter Ingrid
lives there, and we have a great time. On Sunday she and
I fly sightseeing to Taos and back. This turns out to be a
great idea, and I highly recommend that side trip if you
are in the area. The key idea is to leave early in the morning and plan to come back not later than 2 pm. We take
off into smooth
air. Just north
of Albuquerque, balloons
are taking off
into the morning air. There is
a slight wind
from the north,
so the balloons
Balloons lifting off
drift south. We
approach the balloon takeoff area from the north at 500 ft
AGL, which is legal since this is not a densely populated
area. In fact, there are hardly any houses at all. Since we
are so low, we see the rising balloon against the clear sky,
a beautiful sight.
We follow the Rio Grande, but at times meander to the
east into the sloping mountains. We bypass the airspace
of the Santa Fe controlled airport, which rises from 6,300
ft MSL to 15,100
ft MSL. Why on
earth did they
give the airport
such a huge cylinder of controlled airspace?
As we approach
Taos, the Rio
Rio Grande Gorge at Taos
Grande gradually
disappears into an impressive gorge that we explore for a
while. Then comes the easy landing at the Taos airport,
which sits on a mesa and has a long runway. It has taken
us 1.8 hrs to fly from Albuquerque to Taos, a distance of
less than 100 nm.
A Learjet lands. It is the CEO of some company and his
pilot, an amiable woman. As the CEO is picked up for a
weekend of fishing, we talk with the pilot about flying the
jet into and out of the Taos airport. ‖Landing is easy‖, she
says, ‖but the takeoff is marginal.‖ She explains why.
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

‖The Learjet has rather weak brakes. Even at the lower
density altitude of a cool morning, the Taos runway is just
long enough to abort the takeoff run if necessary and stop
before the end of the runway is reached.‖ No such problem with the 601
HDS.
The plane
leaps into the air despite 9,500 ft density
altitude. This time we
stay on the west side
of the Rio Grande,
passing near Los Alamos and Bandelier
National Monument.
Bandelier National Monument Again, there are impressive vistas. The
landing in Albuquerque is nice and easy, since we are
returning around noon.
The next day, it’s another beautiful trip going from Albuquerque south to visit Lynn and Philip Welsch in Casas
Adobes near Silver City. Philip has warned me that the
winds can pick up by 10 am so much that landing can become difficult if not impossible. Heeding his advice, we
lift off at Albuquerque before 7 am for the 2 hr flight. The
plan is to follow the Rio Grande and enjoy the scenery,
and later jump across the mountains to the west and descend into the valley of Casas Adobes. The part of following the river and enjoying the scenery works out well,
since we pick 1,000 AGL and the air is smooth. Higher up
it is predicted to be moderate turbulence. Opening the
flight plan, the FSS asks us to assist with testing 121.5
stations at Las Cruces and Silver City. We tune in 121.5
and listen to an unusual amount of traffic where the FSS
test various outlets, enlisting high-flying commercial jets
and low and slow guys like us. Not all tests work out
well, as now and then a signal is declared to be clear but
weak.

as we turn to get back for the landing. But a year ago a
landing in Utah taught a lesson in this regard, so we climb
before turning back to the airport. The landing is in
smooth air. Lynn and Philip Welsch’s house/hangar is
maybe 300 ft from the runway, so we just taxi up to the
house. An hour later the winds pick up, and by 11 am we
have a 40 mph crosswind for the runway. Surely we
would not want to land under those conditions.
The stay with
Lynn
and
Philip Welsch
is wonderful.
They are terrific hosts. During the course
of the next
three days, we
visit the Gila
Cliff Dwellings, a NaLynn & Philip Welsch at Gila Cliff Dwellings
tional Monument. This is an internationally known site of Indian
adobe buildings constructed into mountain caves around
1200 AD and deserted shortly thereafter because of
drought. The buildings and setting are at least a match for
the more popular Mesa Verde. Altogether, this is beautiful Southwest Country.
It is time to say good-bye. The forecast is for a tailwind at
20-25 kts, which turns out to be correct and blows us to
Aero Country. The engine is throttled back, yet the trip
takes only 7 hrs of flying. Not bad, considering that this is
done with just 24 gal of fuel.
A good question to ask at the end of a plane trip, is: What
did we learn? The answer here is: Spring time in New
Mexico can have terrific winds at any time of the day,
with the worst starting in early afternoon. Flying low can
be an excellent solution if terrain permits it, and departing
at sunrise and stopping for the latest around 1 pm is another good idea.

At the latitude of Silver City, it is time to climb and turn
west. This works well until we reach the mountain range,
with peaks around 10,000 ft. Since the wind is out of the
west, the plane develops a sink rate that cannot be arrested with full power. We turn away from the mountain
and climb outside the downdraft. Once we are at 12,500
ft, we cross the mountain. Below is Casas Adobes. Its
runway at 5,800 ft MSL looks tiny from 12,500 ft MSL,
but grows a bit as we spiral down. Flying along the runway at pattern altitude, a wind sock at midfield indicates
wind from the north. To the east and west of the runway,
the terrain rises rather rapidly, something to think about
July 2008
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Flight service in century 21

any function during telephone briefing.

By: David Cheek

Lockheed Martin is offering on site training and
tours of their new facility
in far Northeast Fort
Worth in the Alliance
Gateway business park.
The building is a large
warehouse facility, and the
flight service function
only occupies about one
fourth of the building. The sign-up is on-line, but the
early flush of interest has passed, and our class in May
was half full. Two other chapter members and one former
Southwest soaring instructor were signed up but did not
show.
Fort Worth FSS is the largest of the three new flight service hubs. The other two are in or near Prescott Arizona
and Leesburg Virginia. There are other older AFSS stations still in service to serve as backups, the closest to us
being in Albuquerque, NM and Columbia, MO. There is
also a web site that you should add to your bookmarks. It
is: www.AFSS.com. Very easy to remember. You must
give an email address, and it takes a few minutes to process your registration, so do it before you need it. This
registration allows you to offer suggestions and give feedback on the service. The former FSS from a government
agency would never do that!
The facility is like any other call center you may have
visited. There is no new or unique technology, just economical state of the art. All the briefing stations are in
one big room which can hold maybe 40 positions. They
are flexible, and any workstation can function either as a
pre-flight telephone briefing, an over the air ―in flight‖
position, or a combination. It is very flexible. Each station contains two flat screen displays, a touch screen, keyboard, and mouse. The touch screen is used to manage
the air to ground radio stations, but I didn’t notice if it had

There is historical memorabilia along the halls from the
former AFSS stations that were closed down. Probably
three fourths of the employees at the Fort Worth AFSS
have just relocated from another place. Many of them
wanted to bring reminders of these locations they had
worked at. Except for these items, a small collection of
general flight service station history, and a custom painted
mural on a hallway, there is little in the building to suggest that the service provided is part of aviation.
One of the new things they offer is a ―pilot profile‖ attached to caller ID. This can save a lot of time on briefing and flight plan filing. There will be no need to repeat
all that personal information, just verify who is calling
and proceed. You have to call them on the phone and
give them all the data, because it cannot be setup on-line.
Whenever you call from one of the listed numbers, they
have all your information, which includes pilot ratings,
total flight time, certificate number, address, aircraft type,
registration number, and home base. Just call them up,
ask for ―any briefer‖, give the information, and it will
take effect in less than a minute. The database is national
so no matter where you are or what briefer you pick, they
will have your info. One item that seems to be required is
an E-mail address. You might try to get set up without it,
but they told me it was a required field.

Christmas In July
By: David Buono
It’s only July, but it’s not too early to start thinking about
Christmas, and of course, our chapter’s annual Christmas
party.
Mark your calendars for Friday, December 12, which is
the date for our wonderful event. The location is the
same as the last two years, which is the Addison Conference Center.
Bruce and Mary Ann Fuller did such a wonderful job
chairing the event last year and have graciously agreed to
do it again this year. They have a few ideas for the theme
this year, and I’m sure they’ll pick a great one. In case
you missed last year’s party (shame on you), the theme
was World War II. There were speakers there with a
great display of WWII artifacts, a great chapter slideshow
by Michael Stephan, and an paper airplane flying contest.
Fun was had by all who attended!
If you have any suggestions or would like to help plan
this annual event, contact Bruce and/or Mary Ann at 940498-9735.

July 2008
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Trip To The Stars
By: Sue Bonnette
On a recent weekend, Ron & I decided to fly down to Alpine and attend a ―Star Party‖ at the McDonald Observatory in Ft. Davis, which has some of the darkest skies in
Texas. Star Parties are held on Tuesday, Friday & Saturday evenings.
After a delay for low clouds and a landing at Midlothian
Airport, our trip was 2 hours and 40 minutes. It’s amazing seeing the thousands of oil wells and hundreds of
wind mills along the route. We did decide we will purchase a ―Koger‖ sun shade, as the Texas sun was really
beating down on us. We figured it might help
some! That, or we need to get earlier starts, which we
seem to have a problem with!!!

The ―Star Party‖ at the Observatory began just before
dark in an open air amphitheater. A staff member points
out all the various stars, galaxies, planets and signs of the
zodiac with a really cool and powerful laser pointer. A
bonus for the evening was seeing the Hubble truckin’
along through the sky. This particular night, one of their
powerful telescopes was pointed to Saturn and it’s
rings. We stood in line twice to view that. The other
powerful one was seeing a star cluster containing more
than a half million stars. It was just amazing. We went
back up to the amphitheater and laid on our backs drinking it all in. Dark skies; you can’t imagine. Millions of
stars; you bet. Young and old need to see this!!! We had
a great time! Everybody should check it out sometime.

We ate lunch in Alpine at Alexander’s, a great Mexican
place with reasonable prices. We stayed at the Hotel
Limpia, which was built in the 1890’s. It’s very quaint
and has lots of history. A great place to eat in Ft. Davis is
the Chuck Wagon. I think that’s the best breakfast I’ve
ever eaten!! We toured the Overland Trail Museum before dinner, and time really got away from us.
July 2008
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Lil’ Bruiser Weighs In

Tower for Grayson County Airport

By: Michael Stephan

By: David Cheek

Compared
to
other
EAA
Chapters, Chapter 168 is a
builder’s chapter. We have
visited several
projects in the
last
few
months. Two
months ago I
weighed Norm
Biron’s Glastar as it gets ready to fly. Last month I had
the privilege of taking the scales out to another Chapter
member’s project. This time it was to Eagles Nest where
Jay Bannister’s is doing the finishing work on his Zodiac
CH601XL .

When you go to the old Grayson county airport (GYI,
former Perrin air force base) be sure to check notams and
listen on the new Common Traffic Advisory Frequency
(CTAF) of 120.575 mhz. There is supposed to be a tower
operating on that frequency soon, but they are probably
being trained and the operation may be advisory for the
next few weeks. The AWOS frequency is not changed.

I have seen other Zodiacs that were built by Chapter
members, but this one looked a little different. Jay pointed
out that the Zodiacs I had seen are different from the XL
that he is building. The main differences are the wing and
the landing gear.

This tower has been expected for at least six months, but
it was supposed to open in January of this year. The airport manager (and the community) really wanted a tower.
I think the staff in the tower is provided by a university
with an air traffic controller training program. In any
case, this is one of the most interesting developments in
new towers in north Texas. There is also a rumor that I
cannot confirm, that the airport name will change to
―North Texas Regional‖.

After the brief
tour, we put the
airplane up on
the scales. Jay
was a bit worried that it may
be heavy, but the
numbers showed
it to be a little
lighter than he
anticipated. After the weighing
and CG calculations, I got a better look at the fine looking
airplane. A Corvair engine powers Jay’s CH601XL. The
Corvair immediately reminds me Owen Bruce, who knew
everything about the Corvair. Jay has also painted the airplane and affectionately named it ―Lil Bruiser‖, which
I’m sure relates to the gifts the kit gave its builder. Jay
will be flying under the Sport Pilot rules, but will register
it as Experimental Amateur Built.
It really is a good-looking airplane and Jay did an exceptional job building it. All it needs now is an airworthy
inspection. Sometime this summer we will see this one
fly. When that happens we will report it to you.

Please note that this new information is NOT on
AIRNAV on the date this is being written, June 20. It
provides an interesting experiment on where AIRNAV
gets its information. So if that is your only source of airport briefing info, it may be wrong about 0.01 percent of
the time, whenever a new tower is opened, which is not
very often. The standard way of providing this information to pilots before the charts and facility directory is
updated is by NOtice To AirMen (NOTAM).

Ramp fee at Spinks
By: David Cheek

If you travel to Fort Worth’s Spinks airport, be aware that
the Fixed Base Operator at the main ramp on the west
side of the airport has a ramp fee. The fee for single engine airplanes is supposed to be $10 and it can be avoided
by buying some fuel (probably 10 gallons but not sure) at
the self serve pump. This FBO is the same as Arlington
airport and my guess is that they are getting ready to attract high rollers to the Cowboys’ games in the new Arlington stadium. Be aware.

Keep those projects going, so I can make another visit
with the Chapter’s scales.
July 2008
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2008 Chapter Summer Picnic

Brad Roberts’ RV-7 Nearing Completion

By: David Buono

By: David Buono
Where were you on June
7th? If you weren’t in
Farmersville at the Asberry house, you missed
out! Over 60 chapter
members, friends, and
family enjoyed great
weather and even better
food.

6 members flew their
plane into ShortStop field
for the festivities. David
Cheek (C-172), Don
Christiansen (RV-8), Michael Hoye (Pober Pixie
II), Jay Pratt (RV-8), Ken Bruggers (RV-4), and Bob
Newton (RV-6).
The aviation
―surprise‖ this year
was a few formation passes by
Doug Reeves (RV6), Danny King
(RV-8), and Stan
Price (Swift). Even
though the air was
very bumpy
(afternoon on a hot Texas day), they looked up to the
challenge as
they stuck in
tight formation pass
after pass.

July 2008

Our last newsletter folding
took us to the
home of Brad
and Deia Roberts in the
North Dallas
area. Brad is
building an
RV-7 and is in
the painting
stage.
The avionics
are installed
and looking
great. He
chose a
Dynon EFIS
package along
with the Garmin 496 and
TruTrak autopilot to outfit
the panel.
Brad opted to paint the plane
himself, which not a lot of
builders have the patience
and skill to do. He chose a
water based paint from a
company called Stewart Systems. After working out
some early bugs, the paint
job is nearly finished. The
fuselage is all that’s left to
paint. The vertical stabilizer
really jumps off the page
with it’s bright red paint.
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Chapter Members Attending Oshkosh

Upcoming Events

By: David Buono
At last month’s general membership meeting, a suggestion was made that chapter members attending Oshkosh
have some way of getting in touch with each other so they
can hook up once on the ground at Airventure. That’s a
great idea, but it’s too late to get the notice in the newsletter then printer another month’s newsletter with everybody’s contact info. So the ol’ Plan B was enacted, which
is Michael setting up a spot on the web for chapter members to see who else is going and how to get a hold of
them.
So if you are going to Oshkosh this year, please email
Michael (mstephan@shr.net) or call him (214-2322405), tell him you’re going to Oshkosh, and give him
your cell number so he can post it on the chapter’s web
site. There’s, of course, no obligation. This is simply
intended to facilitate members getting together during the
week of Oshkosh.

New Chapter Videos On YouTube
By: David Buono
I created a YouTube account for our chapter that I’m going to attempt to maintain with video from various chapter events.
I recently uploaded some video from our summer picnic.
The only thing I did to the videos prior to uploading it
was cut out dead space at the beginning and end and then
threw some music in there. Spielberg, I am not…
For those of you who get the newsletter electronically,
here is the link to all the videos - CLICK HERE.
For those of you only getting the printed copy, go to
www.youtube.com and search for ―eaa168‖. That should
show you all the videos I’ve uploaded. Anybody else that
has a video they’d like to upload, let me know and I’ll
make arrangements with you to make it happen.

July 2008

With the flying season upon us in Texas, look for an expanded “upcoming events” section in the newsletter.
There’s so much going on, I hate to cut anything out!
When: Saturday, June 28 — 8am-11am
Where: Lancaster Airport (LNC)
What: Lancaster Airport’s 40th Anniversary. Fly-in and
festival to celebrate the airport’s 40th anniversary. Aircraft on display from the CAF DFW Wing and the Cold
War Air Museum. Food will be available.
When: Saturday June 28 — 8am-10am
Where: Gladewater Municipal Airport (07F)
What: EAA Chapter 972 members are hosting a flapjack pancake breakfast. Donations welcome and chatter
expected.
When: Saturday, June 28 — 8am-10:30am
Where: Granbury Airport (GPM)
What: Granbury Airport Fly-In Breakfast. Rain or shine
and prizes given out monthly
When: Saturday, June 28 — 11am-2pm
Where: Denton Municipal Airport (DTO)
What: Tex-Mex Fly-In. Come join us for lots of food,
lots of airplanes, and informative seminars. Held on the
last Saturday of every month at US Aviation (ask the
tower for the ―flight academy‖) just south of the tower.
This month’s seminar will be on Light Sport Aircraft and
the Sport Pilot Rating.
More info at
www.usaeroplex.com
When: Saturday, July 5 — 8:30am-12pm
Where: Sulphur Springs Airport (KSLR)
What: Monthly chapter fly-in. Breakfast at the Red Barn
Café.
When: July 28 - August 3
Where: Oshkosh Wisconsin (OSH)
What: Airventure 2008. If you’ve never been there,
what are you waiting for?
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HANGAR ECHOES

Classifieds
Hangar Space At Addison I’m looking for potential
partners to buy a hangar at Addison Airport. Construction on the new hangars is due to begin around July of
this year and finish in mid 2009. I have a guaranteed hangar, but payment to keep my spot will be due around July
of this year. Hangar size is 50x44. If interested, call me
at
214-986-4497
or
email
me
at
david.buono@yahoo.com
Rotax 503 SC with type B gear box and Rotax electric
start kit installed. 25 hrs since major overhaul at 325 total
hours ( Manufacturer recommends major overhaul at this
time). The engine was running great before overhaul and
is running great now. $4000, call Jerry Mrazek at 817265-0834.

live in North Dallas. Kit barely has any work done to it.
Included in the sale are the following: RV8 empennage
kit with electric elevator trim, pre-drilled variety, all plans
and parts from Van’s, all rivets, bolts, drill bits, etc. in
plastic compartment boxes, RV tool kit and accessories
recommended from Cleaveland Tools (call me for details), and a recently built 8’ long x 4’ wide wooden work
table (w/ 2 shelves) on rollers. I’d prefer to sell everything as a package. If that doesn’t work for you, we can
work something out. Here are the approximate values:
Empennage Kit new (with Preview Plans) from Van’s:
$1600. My price: $1200. Cleaveland RV tool kit new
approximately $1200. My price: $800. Work table: negotiable. John Rollow - 972-503-3611 johnrollow@sbcglobal.net

Garmin 190 GPS COM handheld radio. Still works
great, data base was updated 4 years ago. Package includes charger, owner's manual, and headset and push-totalk interface. $700, call Jerry Mrazek at 817-265-0834.
For Sale: RV8 Tail Kit - I have lost my FAA Medical
and probably will not get it back. I am selling the empennage kit, recommended tools, and a great work table. I
To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form,
format, and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and
you are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement,
control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
PO Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168

Name: __________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________
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National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
http://www.eaa.org
National EAA Membership:
1-800-JOIN-EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761
http://www.eaa.org/membership/

Fly-Ins

Programs

Newsletter

Young Eagles

Officer

Board Of Directors

Plane, Projects (% complete), and other interests:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

